Workshop for Language Tutors:
Multimedia Resources for Language Study
February 21, 2012
12:30-1:30 p.m.

• Remarks – Dr. Iskold, Director LLC
  Introductions
  Summary of Findings from the Survey

• Overview: What can you find in the lab? - Brittany Sherman ’12
  Textbook-bound Multimedia (Desktop Language Folders, LLC only)
  Thematic Courseware Developed by our Professors (Desktop Language
  Folders, LLC only)
  Commercial Software (Desktop Language Folders, LLC only)
  SCOLA news from around the world & Instaclass lessons (online)
  Dish International TV (LLC, all PCs & TVs in suites Ett. 101 & 102)
  MS Word Processors with multilingual proofing tools (LLC PCs only)
  Online resources for all languages (organized by categories):
  ➢ Dictionaries
  ➢ Learning a Language

• Typing Foreign Characters - Tiffany Kreider ’13, PA, LLC
  MAC OSX
  Windows
  Transliteration

• Textbook-bound Materials – Fulvia Alderiso, Technician, LLC
  Espaces (Elementary French)
  DaCapo (Intermediate Italian)
  Panorama (Elementary Spanish)
  Quia – Interacciones (Intermediate Spanish)
  Revista (Spanish Conversation & Composition)